
 
BLAKE ROSE ANNOUNCES NEW EP,  

‘YOU’LL GET IT WHEN YOU’RE OLDER’ - OUT FEBRUARY 24, 2023 
[AWAL RECORDINGS] 

 
REVEALS NEW SINGLE, ‘DIZZY - OUT TODAY 

OFFICIAL MUSIC VIDEO OUT NOW 
 

SET TO HEADLINE SHOWS IN LOS ANGELES & NEW YORK  
THIS MONTH 

 

 
 

WATCH | LISTEN 
‘DIZZY’ 

 
NORTH AMERICAN HEADLINE SHOWS 

10/18 - Moroccan Lounge – LA – SOLD OUT 
10/21 - Baby’s All Right – NYC 

 
---------------------------  

 



“Artist to watch." - V Man 
 

"Blake Rose is your new favorite artist.” – FLAUNT 
 

“Blake Rose is undoubtedly set to be a star.” – EUPHORIA Magazine 
 

“If you’re not a fan of Blake Rose yet, now is the perfect time to start.” – Substream Magazine 
---------------------------  

 
Ahead of his headlining North American shows this month, Australian musician Blake Rose is back today 

with exciting news about his brand new EP, ‘You’ll Get It When You’re Older,’ out February 24, 2023 
via AWAL Recordings. Today, Blake is teasing the new body of work with the release of  ‘Dizzy,’ a 

playful track filled with his signature wit and nostalgia, out now, accompanied by an official music video 
directed by Julian Bachan. 

 
Speaking about ‘Dizzy,’ Blake reveals, “I wrote Dizzy because I wanted to create a song that felt like 

you're in a classic high school movie. Dizzy is about that insane feeling you get when you have a crush 
and they're giving you mixed signals that you just can't figure out. This song is a part of my EP ‘You'll Get 

It When You're Older’ which mostly focuses on drug addiction. It was important to me and felt right to 
include Dizzy because it brings a little fun and joy to an otherwise somber record.” 

 
Listen to ‘Dizzy’ HERE. Watch the official music video HERE. 

 
‘Dizzy’ serves as the follow up to ‘Magazine,’ which debuted on Triple J in Blake’s native Australia. 

Throwback vibes, and beach-boy-esque harmonies abound in this up-tempo track tackling the serious 
subject of addiction.  Listen to ‘Magazine’ HERE. 

 
Following a tour earlier this Fall with girl in red, Blake is set to play two headline shows in Los Angeles 

and New York later this month, with a performance at the Moroccan Lounge in LA on October 18, 
followed by a performance October 21 at Baby’s All Right in Brooklyn. For more information and tickets, 

go to: www.blakerosemusic.com 
 

Blake is also confirmed to join Australian singer-songwriter Dean Lewis on an extensive New Zealand 
and Australia tour, from November 3 through December 3.  

 
‘Dizzy’ and ‘Magazine’ offer fans the first taste of new music from Blake Rose since the release of 

‘Demon.’ The Australian born, Los Angeles-based artist originally debuted the track on tour with ASHE, 
releasing both an incredible live performance video of the song, as well as an official music video 

(WATCH). ‘Confidence’ came before that, with all three tracks offering fans a musical sampling of what’s 
still to come this year and beyond. Blake released his debut EP ‘A World Gone By’ last year (LISTEN). 

 
Blake’s catalog continues to grow with each subsequent release, showcasing his adept lyricism and keen 
ear for a catchy hook and earworm melodies, evidenced by his impressive listener base, amassing more 

than 285 million combined global streams across all releases. 
 

Hailed by V Man as “an artist to watch,” Blake Rose’s sound is anchored in luminous and lush 
conjurations, offset by sparse beat-craft, off-kilter plugins, in-the-box wizardry, and soulful intonation. In 

just over a year, Blake Rose went from busking in the streets of Perth to becoming one of the most 
exciting new artists to emerge in recent years. He first catapulted into the spotlight with self-penned, self-

produced gems such as his debut ‘Hotel Room,’ and follow-up track, ‘Lost,’ further igniting a buzz.  
 

Hard at work in the studio on new songs, Blake continues to add to his arsenal, further solidifying his 
potential as a global force in music.  

 
‘Dizzy is out everywhere now. 

 



The new EP, ‘You’ll Get It When You’re Older’ is out February 24, 2023. 
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“His [live] vocals shined just as bright as they do on the recorded versions.” - B-Sides TV 
 

“If anyone in the crowd didn't know him before this tour, then they certainly do now.” - Channel Sounds 
 

“His strong vocals compliment his intimate lyrics and ambient chords.” Loud Hailer Magazine 
 

"His set demanded the attention of those who didn’t already know him. Those who were familiar with 
Rose sang along to every word – so much so you’d have thought he was a headliner."  - Melodic 

Magazine 
 

“[Blake] Rose owned the room.”  - Road Trip Playlist 
 

“With all the whims and talent of a headliner, Rose’s performance was the perfect opener for the night.”  - 
SF Sonic 

 
 

“Rose is a rising star who can command a room with everything from slow songs that make fans cry to 
bops that get everyone dancing.”  - Unheard Gems 

 
 

------------- 
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